January 22, 2020

RE: ITB 13-20 International Vacuum Pumper Truck
ADDENDUM No. 2

To prospective vendors:

The Utilities Commission is issuing the following addendum. As such it becomes an integral part of the proposal and must be acknowledged by the return of this signed form, with your proposal form, acknowledging receipt of the addendum.

1. Page 26 HOSE TRAY - ALUMINUM DIAMOND PLATED Would A Steel Tray Wrapped in Diamond Plate Aluminum be acceptable? Yes, that would be acceptable

2. Unit will be a 2021 model year truck, not a 2020. Newest model truck at time of build

3. The suspension listed isn’t designed for an on-off road vocation application. That design is for a box van reefer or a light duty tractor application for all on-highway use. Would you prefer the International Truck being bid have the vocational type air ride suspension recommended for a vocation on-off highway application? Vocational on-off highway suspension

4. The bid called for polished wheels and several bright finished items but not a “Polished Fuel Tank.” Do you want a polished fuel tank or is an un-polished tank acceptable even though most of the other items call for polished? Fuel tank does not need to be polished

5. The gauge cluster requested lists English & Metric. This cluster comes with Metric as first up and English is secondary. Is this a mistake or required for a specific purpose? Gauge cluster, English, mph

6. The bid calls for a 20K Front Axle and 385/65R22.5 Front Tires… 385 tires are NOT rated for a 20K axle. The proper tires for a 20K axle are 425/65R22.5. Would you prefer we bid the properly rated tires or what the bid originally calls for? Bid properly rated tires for front axle
A Copy of This Signed Form Must Accompany Your Proposal

Acknowledgment of Receipt of Addenda No. 2

Company_______________________________________
Title___________________________________________
Signature_______________________________________